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Understanding TCP Basics

■ TCP/IP is actually a collection of protocols. The majority of 
communications in use today use the TCP protocol.

■ The Internet works by sending lots of traffic over shared lines.

web browser
instant messenger

e-mail program

TCP permits sharing by breaking down your data stream into small packets, 
which are sent out across the Internet and then reassembling them at the 
other end. 
By making the packets small, the Internet connection is only tied up with 
sending each bit of data for a small amount of time, and other applications' 
packets can get sent, too. 



Addressing
■ In order to make the packet scheme work, there are 

several details that TCP must take care of. 
■ It needs a way to identify the remote machine (IP Address). Once 

you know the IP address of the recipient's machine, you can send 
information to it. 

■ TCP needs to know is which application on the remote machine 
to communicate with (Port Number).  Sometimes randomly 
assigned. 

■ People difficult to remember strings of numbers (DNS)
■ The DNS will give you an IP address, and with that you can 

proceed to establish your connection. 



Reliability
■ You can also have your data corrupted as it travels 

across the Internet. 
■ a modem could change a few bytes of data
■ a router might drop a packet or two
■ the system may receive packets out of order
■ a packet may be duplicated
■ a major network line might be cut by a backhoe

■ TCP is a reliable protocol: your data should get through 
to the other end
■ Intact
■ Complete
■ Unmodified
■ In the correct order  



Reliability
■ To handle situations in which data is corrupted during 

transmission, each packet includes a checksum. 

Packet

Checksum : ensure 
not modified

compares the 
checksum with the 
data received in the 

packet

If the checksum doesn't match, the packet is ignored. 



Reliability
■ To handle situations in which packets get dropped, TCP 

expects the remote to acknowledge the receipt of each 
packet. If the recipient doesn't acknowledge a given 
packet, the sender automatically resends it. 

■ TCP will continue its attempts to resend the packet until 
the recipient finally receives it, or it decides that the 
network connection is down and it returns an error to your 
program. 



Reliability
■ To handle situations in which packets get duplicated or 

handled out of order, TCP transmits a sequence 
number with each packet. The recipient will look at this 
number to make sure it receives and reassembles 
packets in order. 

■ Additionally, if it sees a sequence number corresponding 
to a packet it's already seen, it will discard the duplicate 
packet.



Routing
■ In order for your packets to get from your machine to the 

remote server, they will typically pass over a dozen or 
more different lines.

■ Devices on the Internet called routers receive packets 
and decide how to get them to their intended destination.

■ When routers fail, your applications 
will notice. Links might get congested, 
causing packets to be dropped and 
performance to slow to a crawl.



Security
■ As your packets travel around the Internet, anyone with 

access to network hardware can watch your packets as 
they travel across the lines
■ General site → no problem
■ Shopping site → big problem

■ An interceptor that diverts your connections to another 
machine.

■ Programmers have devised several approaches to this 
problem. The most popular in use today are known as 
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and Transport Layer 
Security (TLS).



Security
■ SSL is a layer that's normally incorporated in application 

code above a TCP connection. 
■ It provides authentication of the server (so you know you're 

talking to the machine you think you should be)
■ encryption (so nobody else can read your communications)
■ data integrity (so no packets can be modified en route without 

being detected). 
■ TLS is very similar to SSL, but is included as a part of the 

protocol stack.



Using the Client/Server Model

■ TCP/ IP lends itself to the client/server way of 
communicating. 

■ With this architecture, a server continually listens for 
requests from clients, and establishes connections to 
handle each one.

■ The client is always the side that initiates the connection; 
and the server just sits and waits until clients connect.



Server-Side Port Numbers
■ Communicate with a remote application, you must know 

its IP address and port number.
■ Finding the IP address → DNS, like www.google.com
■ how to find out the port number of  the web server ?

■ Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) at www. 
iana. org.

■ Linux or UNIX systems, you can often find a version of 
this list in /etc/services.

■ isn't on that list ? 
■ you should pick a port number that's greater than 1024 and 

doesn't occur on your list. 
■ Port numbers can be as high as 65535.



Client-Side Port Numbers
■ In general, the port number of a client is unimportant. 

Usually, the client will let the operating system pick a 
random port number. 

■ The client's system assigns a so-called ephemeral 
(short-lived) port number that's guaranteed to be unused 
on that machine. 

■ When the server receives a connection request, it can 
find out the client's port number from that request. Data is 
sent to that port number. 

■ Therefore, the server can work with whatever port 
number the client chooses.



Understanding UDP
■ UDP is used for sending very short messages from one 

system to another. 
■ It provides at most one guarantee: that the data that you 

receive will be intact. 
■ It doesn't guarantee that data will actually be received, 

that it will be received only once, or that different 
messages will be received in the order that they were 
sent. But data integrity is usually assured unless an 
attacker is attempting to bypass security.



Understanding UDP
■ The advantage of UDP is it has a lower overhead than 

TCP, which takes some time to establish and shut down 
a connection, whereas UDP has no notion of a 
connection, so that problem doesn't exist.

■ UDP is typically used for situations in which a client asks 
a server for one bit of information and is capable of 
resending its request if it doesn't receive an answer.
■ DNS system
■ Streaming audio and video applications
■ Games and networked file systems



Guidelines TCP / UDP
■ TCP

■ You need a reliable data transport that ensures that your data arrives 
complete and intact. 

■ Your protocol requires more than just a single request and a single 
response from the server. 

■ You need to send more than a small amount of data across the network. 
■ A small delay establishing the initial connection is tolerable.

■ UDP
■ You're unconcerned if some packets don't arrive or arrive out of order, or 

you can detect and handle this condition yourself.
■ Your protocol consists of brief requests and responses. 
■ You need the conversation setup to be as quick as possible. 
■ Only a small amount of data is being sent. UDP is limited to 64 KB of 

data in a single packet, but people often stay below 1 KB when using 
UDP



Understanding Physical Transports and Ethernet

■ One of the strengths of TCP/IP is that it can send data 
over so many different types of physical network hardware.
■ Ethernet, DSL lines
■ cable modems, satellite links, 
■ cellular phones

■ Each of these different types of communication have their 
own unique properties, and there are certain properties 
that they all share

■ Ethernet is one of the most common physical transports in 
use today. Many different protocols can be run over an 
Ethernet network; TCP/IP is one family that it supports.



Networking in Application (Python)

■ Network-aware programs
■ programs that can use a protocol module (such as 

HTTP or FTP)
■ programs that require you to write the protocol from 

scratch
■ Even if your programs all use existing modules, you'll find 

it helpful to have an understanding of what is going on 
under the hood.



Low-Level Interface

■ Basic Client Operation
It implements the Gopher Protocol 
This program takes two command-
line arguments: 

1. a hostname and a filename
2. requests the appropriate 

document from the host 

creates a socket 

connects to the remote host 
and transmits the filename

reads back the response and 
prints it to the screen

Try it out ! 



Low-Level Interface

■ Errors and Exceptions 

Try it out ! 



Low-Level Interface

■ File-like Objects 

Try it out ! 



Low-Level Interface

■ Basic Server Operation 

Continued …

Try it out ! 

creates a socket 

for the ease of running this 
example, the socket is marked 
reusable. 

bind to a port 

(any port above 1024)

(the program accepts connections from anywhere)

start looking for connections from clients, and to let at most 
one connection wait to be processed. 



Low-Level Interface

■ Basic Server Operation 

Try it out ! 

the main loop starts

a new socket connected 
and the IP address

It's important to close that socket here because otherwise the 
client might not know the server is done talking to it, and your 
server might accumulate lots of old client connections. 



Low-Level Interface

■ You can try this out. 
■ First, you need to fire up the server. 
■ Now open another terminal or telnet application and connect to 

port 51423 on localhost.



High-Level Interface 

■ You might not need to work with the network at such a 
low level. By using a common protocol such as HTTP or 
IMAP

■ Rather than having to write code to parse and understand 
HTTP headers, the library module in some application will 
do it for you



High-Level Interface 

The gopherlib module actually takes 
care of the details of creating the 
socket and establishing the connection

For handling URLs, Python provides some 
modules that actually let you write code 
that works with several protocols. 



Summary

■ TCP/IP networking can occur over many different 
types of transport, such as modems and 
Ethernet. Each endpoint is identified uniquely by 
an IP address and a port number.

■ Servers listen for connections on port numbers 
that are known in advance. When a client 
connects, it usually lets the operating system 
choose a port number instead of explicitly 
selecting one.



Summary

■ There are two common protocols for transmitting 
data: TCP which provides reliability and a full 
conversation, and UDP which is faster for small, 
brief conversations.

■ Most people writing network programs will either 
design their own protocol from scratch or use one 
of the many built-in modules that implement 
existing protocols. 



Exercise

■ Code with your own application to implement :
■ Basic Client Operation
■ Basic Server Operation



Thank You !
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